
Comparing Cats and Dogs
Think about how the parts of a cat are similar to or different from the parts of a dog. Cut out the descriptions 
and stick them in the correct space.

Body Part

ears

eyes

nose

mouth

whiskers

legs and paws

tail

fur

Cat
Dog
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Cats can see well in the dark. Dogs use their tails to help them balance.

Cats have a great sense of smell. Dogs can see well in the dark.

Cats have small, pointy ears. Dogs have soft pads on their paws and five nails on 
each paw.

Cats have fur to keep them warm and dry. Dogs have sharp teeth for tearing food.

Cats feel with their whiskers. Dogs shed their fur.

Cats use their tails to help them balance. Dogs can hear very well.

Cats have soft pads on their paws as well as sharp 
claws. Dogs have a great sense of smell.

Cats have sharp teeth and a rough tongue. Dogs feel with their whiskers.

Cut out and stick these descriptions in the correct place.
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You can use these words and phrases to help you describe the different body parts.
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short small pointy long curved floppy hear

see dark eyelid reflect colour

smell              sensitive            sniff

teeth tear food tongue lick rough

long                  hair                 sensitive            detect                  feel

walk gallop pad nail retractable balance leap run

wag               balance

shiny             waterproof              warm              shed

Ears

Eyes

Nose

Mouth

Whiskers

Legs and paws

Tail
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